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TimeWorld values connected intelligences
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Conferences explained

Can we live without calendar? Can astronauts challenge time? Are 
Innovations Always Avant-Garde? Can We Really Travel Into the 
Future? Can we beat time? Is time a fact of society? Can we puzzle 
out the origin of life? Is the ticking of atomic clocks really regular? 
Do virtual worlds change the nature of time? Can musician make 
time? Was there a time before time? How to reach a goal in time? 
How can we take the measure of medical emergency? Does going 
faster really save us time?

TimeWorld will display aspects of time from different perspectives, 
from theory to fact and from the past to the future. Challenging 
questions will be discussed by industrial actors, researchers and 
the general public. Everyone’s expertise will help solve a complex 
situation and solutions will merge in order to find new ideas and create 
new projects. More than inviting people to think together, TimeWorld 
is also the opportunity to participate in contests, workshops, playful 
scientific and artistic activities and exceptional shows.

TimeWorld combines expertise with collective intelligence
in order to expand new ideas in science.



TimeWorld is composed of four themes

Ancient Greeks, eternal time of religion, psychological duration, cyclical time of 
capitalism, rhythm of biology, rolling times of the everyday, merciless competitive time 
of sport and the business world, psychoanalytic time of unconscious memory, emotional 
time, imagination, apocalyptic or utopian of mythanalysis: exacerbated, we evolve 
simultaneously in the plural time of the past, the moment and the uncertain future.

NEUROSCIENCE, SOCIOLOGY, ECONOMICS, FINANCE, INFORMATION,
DIGITAL, MYTHANALYSIS , PSYCHIATRY

TIME PERCEPTION

Our watches, our clocks allow us every day to calculate durations from which we 
reconstruct time. However, modern physics has shown that this notion of time historically 
reconstructed from durations was wrong. Since then, new concepts have emerged and 
have been adapted to different scales: dating, chronology, the atomic clock, simultaneity.

SYSTEMS OF MEASUREMENT, SPACE EXPLORATION,
ASTROPHYSICS, NAVIGATION SYSTEMS, CRYPTOGRAPHY,

INDUSTRY OF THE FUTURE 4.0, CYBER SECURITY

TIME IN NUMBERS

Our world is constantly changing. “The time of evolution” proposes to look to the 
past and the present to better reflect on our future. Collective or individual? Terran 
or space? What messages can we draw from our environment to fully include the 
human species in the long-term future?

PALEONTOLOGY, BIOLOGY, GEOLOGY, MEDICINE, PHYLOGENETICS,
BIOSPHERE, GEOSPHERE

TIME IN NATURE

Art, when produced, creates closed temporal frames inscribed in the duration of a 
reading, a representation, a musical execution. It allows then to experience a singular 
temporality, which escapes biological time, and which distinguishes its worth. This time 
is like a gift offered to everybody, allowing us to reflect on this singular concept of time.

MUSIC, SCIENCE-FICTION, LITTERATURE, COOKING,
CINEMA, PAINTING, PHOTOGRAPHY, VIDEO-GAMES

TIME IN ART
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TIMEWORLDSHOP 
With a signing area

3 SHOWS
TimeWorld Tango, TimeWorld Magic 

and TimeWorld Night

A WEEK OF MOVIES
ABOUT TIME  

By the Cinemas Independants Parisiens

60 CONFERENCES
Question, lecture, collective time, summary

6 TABLES RONDES
Astronauts, Students, Sportsmen

Watchmakers, Digital, Brands

72 WORKSHOPS

A 500 m² EXHIBITION
Industry, Research, Art

2 CONTESTS 
TimeWorldPoster and TimeWorldArt
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